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1,ntroduction ,

"

Every hydrogen storage system is potentially a'. safety-hazard because; of
postulated rupture of storage tanks. .When a storage tank ruptures, explosion
or high blast may' cause damage to the surrounding structures. In theJreport_i

entitled " Evaluation of Steel-Sided Portion of Reactor.and Turbine Buiidings
ifor Blast Load from the Hydrogen Water Chemistry Facility, Northern States- 1

Power Company,-Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant"-(ref.erences-and-1 and 2),
Bechtel Power Corporation studied the potential damage to the steel-sided.
top floors of the Turbine and Reactor Buildings in the event of a ~ worst case
hypothetical detonation- of the system's hydrogen-storage' tank. 'It is the-

purpose of this report to evaluate the method of analysis and the structural
-

integrity of the Reactor and Turbine Buildings of the Morticello Nuclear
E

Generating Plant subjected to the blast-lead from the-hydrogen water chemistry 1facility.

' Discussion '

The safety of a-structure subjected to alblast loading depends mainly on twogeneral considerations: theLnature of'the explosion' traveling through-e
distance from its source to the. structure, and.the capacity of, structure to
' resist blast loadings.

4 ' y '(A) The Explosion

ihn effects of explosions that are of concern in analyzing structure responsen
g to blasts are incident or reflected pressure (overprcssure,), dynamic (drag)" 9oct pressure, blast- induced ground motion, and blast-generated missiles.

- 18 Regulatory Guide 1.91.(ref. 3) states that overpressure effects are 1

-g 8 controlling while other effects are of'much less significance. Since the
separatien distance from the hydrogen storage tank to.the Turbine and Reactore

J8oG Buildings is more than -1,200-f t. , . it is sufficient to just consider the effects__

J 8 of the blast pressure due to its reflection off the ground. The primary
result of a hydrogen explosion is the formation.of a shock wave composed of a-4 ;

$ -high-pressure shock front which expands radially outward from.the center of
8@ the detonation. The intensity of the pressure decays as a function of
voA distance- and time. U.S.: Army Technica1'lianual TM5-1300 (ref. 4) provides -a

-

procedure to; calculate the blast magnitude and duration and has been accepted
by3 Regulatory Guide 1.91.
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.The' magnitude of the blast-is-based on a TNT-equivalence for hydrogen.
- Following the EPRI Guidelines- (ref. 5) for permanent BWR hydrogen water
chemistry installation, .

-1000. standard cubic feet (SCF) hydrogen = 27.1:1bs. TNT
.

1 gallon liquid hydrogen = 1.37 lbs. TNT

-The faci 1My holds 60,000' SCF of gaseous hydrogen and 9,000 gallons of liquid
hydrogent the equivalent TNT weights are 1060 lbs. and 12,300 lbs.
respectively.-

.

(B)~MethodofAnalysis

The blast shock wave is an-imp'ulse load with a short duration of about 1/10
second. An elastic analysis.using dynamic load factors (DLF) is used to

-determine-the behavior of the structure when impacted'by the blast. The DLF
is based on the blast load treated a a triangular load pulse and dependent on
the ratio of the load duration to tt.e natural period of the structure.

The period of the overall structure is deter:ained by a free vibration analysis
.using a.three-dimensional finite element model. Separate frequency analyses
-are performed for the different walls and roof panels. When the dynamic
characteristics of the wall / roof panels are considered _together with the '

. structural framing, the resulting dynamic load factors will be reduced since'
the individual component flexibilities are combined in series.

Two structures, the Reactor Building and the Turbine Building,~are take1 into
'

consideration. The model of the Reactor Building consistsof a steel truss, a
-concrete base represented by a stick model, and the soil supporting the
building. For the Turbine Building analysis, the structural steel framing
frequency obtained from the reactor enclosure building analysis was used
instead of performing a separate analysis for the Turbine Building because of ;

their similarities.

The loading combination is in accordance with Regulatory' Guide 1.91 (ref. 3)
with the assumption that thermal load and pipe reaction during normal
operation or shutdown are negligible.- ;

(C) Acceptance Criteria .

The steel frame of both' Reactor and Turbine Buil:ings is fabricated from ASTM-
A36 steel with a minimum yield . strength of 36,0E psi. The structures 'rea

designed to USC criteria but as ured against collapse due to extreme seismic
conditions. Steel members and connections are generally checked in accordance
with AISC Specifications (ref. 6)

Th'e structures may undergo inelastic deformations as a consequence of the
blast load. The calculated ductility of the individual structural elements
must be such that they will be capable of absorbing he blast loads and prevent '

collapses of the structures. A set of allowable ductility factors are
established in the report. Structural members are acceptable when the

,

calculated ductility is less than the allowable value,
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Findings

1. . Characteristics of the' hydrogen. explosion with regard to tha time of rise,
decay, prcpagation of blast wave, and impulse-peak overpressure relationships'
are assumed to be very similar to .those_ of a. TNT explosion'so that the effect
of the hydrogen explosion can be projected by_ TNT weight equivalence. This-
practice has been used and verified by EPRI and-is'therefore acceptable.-

2. - The blast is categorized as an." unconfined surface-burst load" with the-
shoc_k _ wave amplified due to ground reflections. The procedure provided-
by Army publication TM5-1300:(ref. 4) to calculate the blast magnitude-
and duration has been~ accepted by Regulatory Guide 1.91'.- 5,

3. The dynamic load factor (DLF) method is used to assess the dynamic
~

response and behavior of the structures. -When the wall / roof panels are
coupled with the structural framing,'the lower frequency (or higher
period) results in-a smaller DLF and- the calculated DLFs of. the buiHing i

plus decking / siding: and purlins/ girts'are always less than 1. Th2refore'
dynamic amplification is not a problem here.

,

4. The capacity of connections, joints and anchor bolts was evaluated for
the forces and reactions consistent with the peak positive pressure. <

Since the-negative ~ pressures are smaller than the positive, the
connection capacity is quite' adequate ~to encounter the adverse effect of
negative: pressures. _The structure:is not analyzed for.the damage by

-

missiles because no sizable objectsigenerated by the blast are expected
to travel through a distance o.f more-than-1200 ft.

5. The ductility of steel members is-in general in accordance with the
requiremnts of ippendix A to Standard Review Plan Section 3.5.3 (ref.
except N t in case of compression members the allowablo ductibility_ '

ratio .,9 = 4.0 for % fE 30) used by the licensee is higher than'that of
theS.R.P(y=1.3). However, since all columns of the:Reector Building
will remain elastic for blast-loads and most critical columns of the i

Turbine Building are calculated to have a required ductility of'about 1.1
for compression and 4.0 for flexure, no problem of ductility is
anticipated. Structure members are acceptable when the calculated
ductility is less than the allowable value.

6. As per staff's request, the licensee has examined the buckling 1 strength of
long columns and the problem of anchor' bolts. The effects of loads
applied to the full length of the Turbine Building column were
evaluated. The contribution of the axial load to the total' required-

,

ductility ratio is less than 10 percent. The capacity of the anchor
bolts were found to be adequate for the loads applied to.the full length
of the Turbine Builuing columns.
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' Conclusion;

.
'

Based:on-the; findings described above,we conclude that the methods of?'

'

calculating' the dssign. dynamic pressure load on the structures in the event of
.

l. -

-

. a: worst case hypothetical detonation of- a hydrogen storage tank are reasonable
-and acceptable. The-steel-sided top floors of the Reactor and Turbine- .

' Buildings are capabie of withstanding.such blast loads without impairing the ;

structural . integrity of .these structures'.

Prepared:by: S. Chan. NRR
c

Dated: February 13,-1989 . t
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